The school concert

Storyteller: Colin, Lucy, Bella and Gary are at school.
Miss Beetle: Good morning, Bugs!
Bugs: Good morning, Miss Beetle.
Miss Beetle: Today is the school concert.
Bugs: Hurray!

Comprehension questions

• Where are Colin, Lucy, Bella and Gary? (at school)
• Today is the school (concert).
• Are the bugs happy? (yes)
The school concert

Gary: Oh no!
Bella: Look!
Colin: The school concert ...
Lucy: Are you alright, Miss Beetle?
Miss Beetle: No. I’m not.

Comprehension questions
• Are the instruments ok? (no)
• Are the bugs happy? (no)
• Is Miss Beetle alright? (no)
The school concert

Colin: OK. Bugs Team! Let’s help!
Gary: Yes! Let’s make instruments for the concert!
Bella & Lucy: Great idea.

Comprehension questions
• The bugs want to make (instruments).
• Is it a great idea? (yes)
The school concert

Comprehension question

- The bugs want to use (pencils, crayons, rulers, pens, books, school bags).

Colin: Look! We can use pencils ... and crayons.
Lucy: And rulers... and pens ...
Gary: And books ....
Bella: And school bags! Come on! Let’s start!
The school concert

Storyteller: Later …
Colin: Listen, Gary. What’s this?
Gary: Oh, wow! It’s a pencil and crayons! Great!
Lucy: Listen, Bella. What’s this?
Bella: Oh, wow! It’s a ruler and pens! Brilliant!

Comprehension questions
• What has Colin got? (a pencil and crayons)
• What has Lucy got? (a ruler and pens)
The school concert

Gary: Listen, Colin. What’s this?
Colin: Oh, wow! It’s a ruler and a book. Great!
Bella: Listen, Lucy. What’s this?
Lucy: Oh, wow! It’s a school bag and crayons! Brilliant!

Comprehension questions

• What has Gary got? *(a ruler and a book)*
• What has Bella got? *(a school bag and crayons)*
Lucy: Hello, Miss Beetle. Are you alright?
Miss Beetle: Yes, I’m fine now, thank you. But the school concert …
Colin: Please don’t worry, Miss Beetle! We’ve got a surprise!

Comprehension questions
• Is Miss Beetle alright now? (yes)
• The bugs have got a (surprise).
The school concert

Colin: Let’s start! One … two … three … four … five … six … seven … eight … nine … ten!

Audience: This is great! Brilliant!

Miss Beetle: Well done, Bugs! You’re fantastic!

Comprehension questions

• Is the concert good? (yes)
• Is Miss Beetle happy? (yes)